Stem the Rising Tides of Hate.

Join us this February as we launch DU’s new Religious Inclusivity Initiative.

- **Feb. 7**, noon (SIE 1020 «The Forum», KSIS): "Muslim Prayer in American Public Life" with visiting professor Rose S. Aslan (California Lutheran University)

- **Feb. 9**, 7pm (near campus): Screening of the film **93Queen** – a documentary about the 1st female Orthodox Jewish paramedic team – with an interview of director Paula Eiselt by Prof. Sarah Pessin

- DU’s Diversity Summit:
  - **Feb. 11**, 4pm: Graduate Student Intercultural Cook-In and reception w/ ODI featuring: Foods of the Black Diaspora; for more info & to RSVP: cjs@du.edu
  - **Feb. 13**, 10-11:30: Religious Inclusivity Panel (w/ Profs. Ortega, Pessin, Robbins, Stanton)

- **Feb. 16**, 7:15pm (near campus): **Who Will Write Our History?** – film on Jews enacting “Spiritual Resistance” by secretly archiving oppressions during WWII – w/ interview of director Roberta Grossman by Prof. Elizabeth Campbell

- **Feb. 19**, day-long event (near campus): Denver Project for Humanistic Inquiry presents "iNation: Democracy in the Era of Social Media & Fake News (An Interdisciplinary Symposium)," including panel @ 9:30am w/ Prof. Andrea Stanton and panel @11am w/ Prof. Sarah Pessin; for full schedule: https://www.msudenver.edu/d-phi/upcomingevents/

- **Feb. 22**, noon (Lindsay Auditorium, Sturm Hall): Screening of the “The Judge” – a documentary about the first female sharia court judge in the Middle East

- **Feb. 28**, 4pm-5pm (Sturm Hall, 453): "Improving Black-Jewish Relations in the Age of Trump" with nationally-published local author Nylah Burton

For more information, check the CJS calendar at www.du.edu/cahss/cjs or email cjs@du.edu

Co-presented by CILCA (CAHSS), CJS, CLIE, CMES, Dept of Religious Studies, DULCCES, GSG, IRISE, ODI

With support from the Paul and Caz Eldridge Endowed Fund for Judaic Studies and Cultural Diversity at the University of Denver (DU), and presented as part of a new DU partnership with Interfaith Youth Core (IFYC) and the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U)